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YEAR 7 - SPELLING

F

gh

Print the correct spelling of each word:

1

4

2

5

3

6
8

ri

7
9

10

py

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.
Write the correct spelling of each underlined word on the dotted line.
Kevin’s mother took his temprature when he was
feeling unwell.

12

The departchure time was delayed due to cloudy
conditions.

Co

11

13

People who study medacine become doctors.

14

The toorist industry is important to Australia.

15

Students like to desplaiy their work.

16

Sally took a fotograf of her little puppy.

17

Thick smoke made it difficult to brethe.

18

The science eqipmeant was packed away neatly.

19

Everyone enjoys a good sense of humur.

20

Kim could not recegnise her cousin.
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Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.
Write the correct spelling of the word on the dotted line.
Brad tried very hard to inproove his writing.

22

She lost her memery after the accident.

23

Andrew likes to practice playing tennis.

24

My class went to the theeter to watch the ballet.

25

Livi tried to perswade Amy to play the game.

26

It is cumpulsary to attend the meeting.

27

The princepul spoke to the students.

28

The dezine of the yacht increased its speed.

29

A varst area of Australia is desert.

30

Not all milk is siutible for making butter.

ri

gh

t

21

Year 7 - GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION

py

Select the correct answer by shading one bubble for each question



Which word completes this sentence
correctly?
Freddy and _____ will be sitting in the
front row.
⃝ me
⃝ I
⃝ myself
⃝ we

34 Which word completes this sentence
correctly?
Joe has ____________ his leg and can’t play
in the finals.
⃝ broke
⃝ breaked
⃝ broken
⃝ breaks

32

Which option completes this sentence
correctly?
We _________ to Daniel’s soccer game
next Saturday.
⃝ go
⃝ went
⃝ will go
⃝ could have gone

35 Which clause completes this sentence
correctly?
She trained very hard,
⃝ she won the race.
⃝ then she won the race.,
⃝ so she won the race.
⃝ was why she won the race.

33

Which word completes this sentence
correctly?
It is necessary to stand up ________ what
you think is the right thing to do.
⃝ to
⃝ for
⃝ with
⃝ about

36

Co

31
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Which sentence is not punctuated
correctly?
⃝ The lion cub snuggles up to its
mother?
⃝ Where are you going on the holidays?
⃝ Do you know how to do the question?
⃝ How many days until the carnival?
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Which option best uses brackets
correctly?
⃝ Some people prefer live theatre (and some
prefer films), they provide a very different
experience while others like both.
⃝ Some people prefer live theatre and some
prefer films, they provide a very different
experience (while others like both).
⃝ Some people prefer (live theatre and some
prefer films), they provide a very different
experience while others like both.
⃝ Some people prefer live theatre and some
prefer films, (they provide a very different
experience) while others like both.

42

Choose the correct word to complete this
sentence.
While many studies claim that vitamins and
herbs can improve health, there is a lot of
controversy about _____ safety.
⃝ its
⃝ his
⃝ their
⃝ our

43

39

Choose the correct word to complete this
sentence.
It was difficult to have the driving rain
beating down on ______ during the game
and affecting their skills.
⃝ it
⃝ him
⃝ them
⃝ us

44

40

Which pair of words completes the text
correctly?

45

At first
Previously
Eventually
Later

t

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Choose the correct word to complete this
sentence.
What a sight they __________ when they
came over the ridge.
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

saw
seen
see
are seeing

Choose the correct word to complete this
sentence.
Not only __________ first in the athletics
championships she is also one of the top
scholars.
⃝ Holly comes
⃝ is Holly coming
⃝ isn’t Holly coming
⃝ Holly will not come

py

ri

38

Choose the correct option to complete the
sentence.
Max waited patiently at the kerb. _________
the traffic slowed and he was able to cross
safely.

gh

37

Co

Two popular sports _____ football and
soccer. _____ you know why they have
different shaped balls?
⃝ is
Did
⃝ are
Do
⃝ are
Does
⃝ is
Do

41

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

Add correct punctuation to this sentence.

We are going to the grocery store to
get cookies soup eggs and butter.

46

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

⃝ Josh asked “can I spend a few days with

⃝ Banglash a country in Asia, is one of the

Nan and Pop during the holidays?”
⃝ Josh asked, “Can I spend a few days
with Nan and Pop during the holidays?”
⃝ Josh asked, “Can I spend a few days
with Nan and Pop during the holidays.”
⃝ “Josh asked, Can I spend a few days
with Nan and Pop during the holidays.”

World’s poorest countries.
⃝ Banglash, a country in Asia, is one of the
world’s poorest countries.
⃝ Banglash, a country in Asia is one of the
world’s poorest countries.
⃝ Banglash a country in Asia is one of the
world’s poorest countries.
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51

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?
⃝ “Yesterday,” Mrs Crop reminded us, “To
bring out sports gear for training.”
⃝ Yesterday, Mrs Crop reminded us “To
bring out sports gear for training.”
⃝ Yesterday, Mrs Crop reminded us to bring
out sports gear for training.
⃝ Yesterday,” Mrs Crop reminded us to bring
out sports gear for training.”

Many species of animals live in the oceans
all over the world. Millions of large and small
sea creatures call them home.
In the second sentence, the pronoun
refers to
⃝ animals
⃝ oceans
⃝ millions
⃝ sea creatures

52

Which of these words is a noun?

Circle the underlined word can be left out
of this sentence, without losing any
information?

53

Which sentence includes an apostrophe
of possession?
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝ helpless

⃝ powerful

gh

48

Elli’s watch was lost at the beach.
It’s almost time for the holidays.
Ben’s going to be named captain.
She said that Cody’s arriving soon.

t

47

⃝ happiness

py

We used the red paint when we ran
out of the orange paint.

In which sentence is round used as an
adjective?
⃝ He heard a loud bang and looked
round to see what had happened.
⃝ He likes to play a round of cards with
his friends.
⃝ The carpenter will round off those
sharp edges.
⃝ A basket ball is round in shape.

Co

50

55

Which sentence uses capital letters
correctly?
⃝ The Golden Gate bridge towers above
San Francisco Bay.
⃝ The Golden Gate Bridge towers above
San Francisco Bay.
⃝ The golden gate bridge towers above
San Francisco Bay.
⃝ The Golden Gate Bridge towers above
San Francisco bay.

ri

49

⃝ patiently

54

Which sentence uses an adverb correctly?
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

That game seemed to go quick.
Joy spoke confidently during the debate.
He walked slow to the park.
Joe always comes lately to the meetings.

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

“This icecream,” said Riley “is delicious.”
“This icecream” said Riley “is delicious.”
“This icecream” said Riley, is delicious.”
“This icecream,” said Riley, “is delicious.”
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